Train-borne video captured from the camera installed in the front or back of the train has been used for railway environment surveillance, including missing communication units and bolts on the track, broken fences, unpredictable objects falling into the rail area or hanging on wires on the top of rails. Moreover, the track condition can be perceived visually from the video by observing and analyzing the train-swaying arising from the track irregularity. However, it's a time-consuming and laborintensive work to examine the whole large scale video up to dozens of hours frequently. In this paper, we propose a simple and effective method to detect the train-swaying quickly and automatically. We first generate the long rail track panorama (RTP) by stitching the stripes cut from the video frames, and then extract track profile to perform the unevenness detection algorithm on the RTP. The experimental results show that RTP, the compact video representation, can fast examine the visual train-swaying information for track condition perceiving, on which we detect the irregular spots with 92.86% recall and 82.98% precision in only 2 minutes computation from the video close to 1 hour. key words : route panorama, video indexing, train-borne video, trainswaying, track irregularity 
Introduction
Track irregularity arises from the geometrical deviations between the rails' actual location and the ideal location at the horizontal or vertical direction, which produce an external shock disturbance to the rolling stock system, and are the major cause of locomotives vibration. The violent shaking will badly affect the ride comfort of the passenger, and even will derail the train or leads to collision if the fault further takes a change for the worse. According to statistics on train accidents by Office of Safety of US Federal Railroad Administration, 25027 accidents are mainly caused by Track Geometry from January 1975 to September 2014, which result in 24705 (98.7% ) derailments, 124 collisions (0.50%) and 198 (0.80%) others * . Therefore, the detection to the track irregularity is extremely important, which has a significant influence on the safety of train operation. The description and analysis to the irregularity are important for rolling stock, track design, track maintenance, and quality assessment. Nowadays, the patrol train has been widely utilized for ensuring the safety of railway. The cameras installed in the various spots of a moving train can be used for different railway inspection tasks such as the track profile measurement, rail track defect detection, rail bolts detection and the inspection of overhead contact system [1] - [4] . One of which is to install a camera in front of the patrol train to capture the whole video along the railway for environment surveillance, including missing communication units and bolts on the track, broken fences, unpredictable objects falling into the rail area or hanging on wires on the top of rails. Moreover, the whole track condition can be perceived visually by browsing the total video to observe and analyze the train-swaying arising from the track irregularity. Traditionally, this work can be performed manually by trained persons who monitor the video. Human inspection is timeconsuming, low-efficient and labor-intensive to examine the whole large scale video captured by patrol train repeatedly, and difficult to recognize the unstable video segment arising from the train-swaying.
However, the video captured by the patrol train is of enormous size due to the frequent inspection tasks and long route. It's very challenging to archive the large-scale video data daily and achieve the information retrieval manually. Therefore, the key issue is how to generate a compressed visual representation from large scale video without information loss for fast data access, which is more feasible to implement the automatic decision algorithm than monitoring the video.
Zheng proposed an effective method named route panorama [5] - [7] to scan the temporal scenes in the side direction of the path and connect them to the spatial image. Different from a local panorama at a static viewpoint [8] , [9] , the route panorama is constructed from partial views at consecutive viewpoints along a path. The route panorama is compressed for temporal sampling, and has covered the entire scenes for the variable viewpoint. Wang [10] , [11] introduced a railway scene rendering system for virtual maneuver and inspection based on four route panoramas. The compact data format with sufficient visual information can be transmitted and released in cyberspace for fast access, and automatic retrieval.
In this paper, we propose a simple and effective method to detect the train-swaying quickly and automatically based on previous work [10] , [11] . We first generate the long rail track panorama (RTP) by stitching the stripes cut from the video frames, analyze the relationship between the unevenness on the RTP and train-swaying, and extract track profile from the panorama. The unevenness of the track profile is due to the fact that the train as well as the camera experiences a pitch shaking at a non-smooth connection spot on the rail track, i.e. track irregularity. Such a location needs to be examined repeatedly to ensure the safety of the rail. Therefore, the condition of rail track can be assessed intuitively after we obtained the RTP from train-borne video.
Perceiving Principle and Track Irregularity
As shown in Fig. 1 , The train-swaying often arises from track irregularity, such as different elevation between the two rails will lead to the train rolling around the Z axis; the ascending or descending track plane will result in the train tilting around the Y axis; and the sudden side bend will cause the train panning around the X axis. Note that the camera we mounted has a rigid connection with train, so that the train-swaying is bound to cause camera-shaking which give rise to the shaky video scene. Therefore, if we can extract the shaky information from the video, the information relative to the train-swaying and track condition can be inversely deduced in succession, which is a typical inverse problem. In this paper, we generate the RTP to reveal the camera-shaking and further perceive the rail condition.
Track irregularity is the deviation including track geometry, rail size and spatial position. Generally speaking, uneven or non-straight rail, the deviation of rail's width and height relative to the central line position, non-smooth curved track, deviation from the central line of curved track, superelevation and abnormal gauge value etc. are known as track irregularities.
According to the direction of the excitation to train bodywork, there are five types of irregularities mainly (See Fig. 2 ). Figure 2 (a) shows the rail track fluctuation up and down, which introduces a tilting angle β; Fig. 2 (b) shows the rail track bend left and right, which introduces a panning angle ϕ; Fig. 2 (c) shows the rail track lean clockwise or anticlockwise, which introduces a rolling angle γ; Fig. 2 (d) shows the abnormal gauge, which introduces an synthetical angle by ϕ and β; Fig. 2 (e) shows the twist of track, which introduces an synthetical angle by β and γ.
Track irregularity usually appear in the form of transversal wave. As shown in Fig. 2 , the L is the wavelength, Δx and Δy are the wave crest, and G is the standard gauge. Therefore, the three angles ϕ, β and γ can be denoted as below,
According the criteria of track irregularity management and maintenance, the value of wave crest Δx and Δy should be limited under 10mm while the wavelength L is 10m for ensuring railway safety when train run at the speed of 90-120 km/h [12] , [13] , i.e. a good detection system should be sensitive to the track irregularity greater than 10mm. As the precision criteria for proposed method should meet the requirements of perceiving the train-swaying accurately when ϕ > 0.115
• , β > 0.115
• (Calculated by Eq. (1)).
RTP Acquisition
A forward camera in the train captures video as the train moves on the track. The discrete video frames contain overlapped scenes with non-uniformed resolutions at different depths on the rail. Highly repeated rail patterns between consecutive frames make the monitoring process redundant on the examined portion of track, which can be eliminated by RTP acquisition. As shown in Fig. 3 , we scan the rail scene with a stripe in order to obtain an accumulative image. The resulting image should neither miss small scenes nor repeat scenes that cause redundancy. The stripe is set in the bottom of video frame which covers the rail that the train moves on. The rail scene scanned by the stripes is at the same depth so that they will have a stable resolution in the obtained panoramic image. If the train moves on a smooth track in good condition, the stitching result from all the stripes would display a panorama with straight rail track, otherwise the distorted rail track would be observed in the panorama when the train goes through the irregular railway division.
As shown in Fig. 4 , O − XYZ is the World Coordinates System where the Z axis is in the train moving direction translating at speed V, and the X axis is perpendicular to the ground. The camera coordinates system is o − xyz. We capture a video segment as the train moves on the tracks, and will determine the image velocity, v, at the bottom strip over the rail track for the just-sampling stripe. The justsampling means the perfect connection of scenes between two successive frames, yielding no information loss as well as pixels overlap. Without loss of generality, we consider the camera face front has no obliquity that means the two coordinate systems coincide.
The sampling stripe is constructed by the outer sampling line l 1 and inner sampling line l 2 . The location of l 1 is fixed in every frame, and l 2 can be determined when image velocity v is given. Two image lines in the world coordinates system O − XYZ are denoted as
The plane of sight through l 1 is thus determined from its normal
and camera focus O. The plane has an intersection line L 1 with the rail surface on the ground, which can be obtained by enforcing X = −H, where H is the height of the camera from ground.
Which can be expended as the following to yield its direction and intercept with the rail track (Y = 0).
Where f is the calibrated focal length.
In the same way as (3), the inner sampling line l 2 has the image distance v from the outer line (i.e., X 2 = X 1 + v) at the bottom lines, which is the image velocity to shift between consecutive frames when the train moves at speed V. The bottom line l 2 is projected to rail and ground surface as
The 3D distance that the train moves between two successive frames is V/R, where R is the frame rate of the camera (25fps). This must be equivalent to the intercept difference of lines L 1 and L 2 on the Z axis, and is computed as,
From this relation, the image velocity v at l 1 can be calculated from the known train speed V as
The just-sampling stripe would be obtained when the image velocity v is determined, the pixels on the sampling patch are mapped onto the real plane (see Fig. 3 ). The sampled strips from each frame are aligned by homography transformation to obtain the regular rectangle, and then stitching all the stripes from total video frames to generate the RTP.
The Unevenness on the RTP and Train-Swaying
Without loss of generality, we assume the width of just sampling stripe is one pixel for simplified analysis in this section, and only consider the rail track close to the camera. In fact, it's not appropriate to analyze another track far away from the camera, which will be discussed in more detailed in Fig. 10 .
As shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the train run on the smooth rail track along the vector T (0, 0, V/R). A i and B i mark two fixed pixel points in the projection area of rails, where i is the current frame number. A i and B i are the object points in the physical space corresponding to the pixel points A i and B i on the rail surface. I(A i ) and I(B i ) denote the gray value of the pixel points A i and B i , which are determined by the 
Where T (·) represent the photoelectric conversion. The physical points on the rail surface have the higher brightness and the value changes very little along the Z axis. If the train retains the smooth running, A i and B i will keep sampling the rails, and the pixel value of them will not change (see Fig. 5 (b) ). Therefore, we call A i and B i as static pixel points (SPP), accordingly A i and B i are named static rail sampling points (SRSP).
We notice that the static pixel value will always keep static sampling on the rails other than the SRSP stray away from the Z axis. The coordinates of the SRSP at the Y axis and Z axis will both change when camera suffers the shaking introduced by train-swaying. However, the coordinate change along Z axis won't affect the pixel value of SPP due to the constant brightness. So, only the coordinate change of SRSP at the Y axis works on the pixel variation of SPP.
The points A i and B i in the image coordinates system o − xyz are denoted as
Where c is the distance the train has run; a, b, d are given values.
The points A i and B i in the world coordinates system O − XYZ are denoted as
For the straight rail track shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the coordinates of SRSP can be solved according to the principle of the pinhole camera,
Fig. 6 The relationship between unevenness and panning camera i.e. the position of two rails r 1 and r 2 can be denoted as below,
Based on the foregoing analysis, we can estimate the unevenness on the RTP using the following equation
Where indicate the offset of the SRSP stray away from the rails r 1 and r 2 due to the train-swaying, which will bring about the unevenness at the i-th column of the RTP.
As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , if the camera is shaking around x axis, i.e. the camera with panning angle ϕ is sampling the rail track from side to side. The offset of the SRSP D can be obtained by the coordinates system transformation and principle of the pinhole camera,
Fig . 7 The relationship between unevenness and tilting camera
Now that a, b, H, d, f are known, we can obtain the offset of the static rail sampling points towards panning angle. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), A i and B i move at the same velocity towards the positive (negative) direction of Y axis together when the camera is panned clockwise (anticlockwise), which will lead to the pixels of rails bending to the same direction, so the rails on the RTP will bend to one side as shown in Fig. 6 (c) .
As shown in Fig. 7 (a) , if the camera is shaking around y axis, i.e. the camera with tilting angle β is sampling the rail track up and down. The offset of the SRSP D can be expressed as,
We can obtain the offset of the static rail sampling points towards tilting angle. As shown in Fig. 7 (b) , A i moves towards the positive (negative) direction of Y axis but B i towards the negative (positive) direction when camera is tilted clockwise (anticlockwise). However, both of them keep the same velocity. Note that there is an asymptotic line in Fig. 7 (b) when the camera faces the upper side. This is because the sight plane through the line A i B i has been parallel with the ground plane, so that no intersection exists between them. The width between two rails will expand or shrink on the RTP, as shown in Fig. 7 (c) .
As shown in Fig. 8 (a) , if the camera is shaking around the z axis, i.e. the camera with rolling angle γ is sampling the rail track left and right. The offset of the SRSP D i r 1 and D i r 2 can be expressed as
As shown in Fig. 8 (b), A i and B i move at the different velocity towards the positive (negative) direction of Y axis in together when the camera is rolled clockwise (anticlockwise), which will lead to the pixels of rails bend to the same direction in varying degrees, so the rails on the RTP will bend to one side with different curvature as shown in Fig. 8 (c) .
Experimental Results

Experiment Data
The video we used in the experiment is captured by a calibrated camera ( f = 15.46mm) installed in the head of the train, as shown in Fig. 9 (a) . Such videos may include various illumination conditions and weathers. A frame of the forward motion video is captured at a relatively constant speed of 120km/h and ordinary frame rate (25fps) on a rail path (See Fig. 9 (b) ). For recording the train vibration clearly, a metallic mount is fixed to make a rigid connection without any damping between the camera and train. The image resolution of captured video is 1024 × 768, and the pixel size of each frame is 10 μm. The length in the real world corresponding to a pixel in the video is inversely proportional to the image's depth, since the video is captured in the forward motion way. However, the generated panorama has transformed the non-uniform resolution of forward motion video into an extended image with definite resolution since we extracted the stripes at almost the same location from each video frame and then stitched them into a panorama (See Fig. 3 ). The rail tracks are standard gauge (1,435mm) and the pixel width of rail in the panorama is about 135, so the length in the real world corresponding to a pixel in the panorama, i. (14) and (15), we obtain that the minimum angles that our method can perceive are ϕ = 0.039
• , β = 0.021
• and γ = 0.138
• , which meet the precision requirements discussed in Sect. 2.
In most cases, the train runs with an almost constant speed, and the width of the just-sampling region is fixed for most frames. Therefore, we only recalculate the justsampling region when the train speed takes an obvious change, which eliminates the redundant computing task and greatly improves the efficiency of panorama acquiring.
Partial result of RTP acquisition is displayed in Fig. 10 . The width of the just-sampling stripe is determined by Eq. (7), i.e. v = 12. The unevenness of the track shown is due to the fact that the train as well as the camera experiences a pitch shaking at a non-smooth connection spot of the rail tracks. Such a location needs to be examined further to ensure the safety of the rail.
We extract upper track profile including two rails marked r 1 and r 2 from the panorama, because the edge of the under track far away from the camera is not sharp enough due to the serious influence from homography transformation and amplifying noise. As discussed in the next, we perform the automatic detection algorithm on the profile image and count the total number of the unevenness easily. Fig. 9 The case of the straight and smooth rail: (a) the camera installed in the head of the train; (b) the video frame captured in the forward direction. 
The Unevenness Detection on the RTP
The rail pixels in the generated RTP have almost the maximum gray value, so it's very fast and efficient to extract the rail area by image binarization for further analysis. The key is how to choose an appropriate threshold ζ. The illumination variation is inevitable to our task due to the train runs in a long distance, and the weather, surrounding etc. frequently change. So, it's infeasible to perform the global binarization on the entire RTP. An alternative is to cut the long panorama into many sub-images, and choose multiple local thresholds ζ n for better result. We divide the 100000 columns of RTP into one hundred of parts, where every part is a 1000 columns of sub-image, which is denoted as
The local thresholds ζ n can be chosen according to the mean of gray values of I n , denoted as
Where M = 230, N = 1000 are the size of the sub-image, and k is an empirical parameter for threshold adjustment. We set the value I n (i, j) = 0 if I n (i, j) < ζ n , else set I n (i, j) = 255. The binary image contains several disconnected or close isolated points, which can be eliminated easily by morphological operation. The result of rail extraction is shown in Fig. 11 (b) , and the rail track profile lines with only one pixel are obtained after calculating the gradient of the binary rail image, which indicate the pixel locations in the image of the rails r 1 and r 2 , denoted as p j , q j ( j = 1, 2, · · · , 1000). The vertical displacements of the rails r 1 and r 2 are calculated by 
where h 1 and h 2 are the regular positions of the rail r 1 and r 2 , which can be estimated by the statistics of straight lines in Fig. 11 (c) of the static rail sampling points as we described in Sect. 4, and the following three experimental results also maintain a high level of consistent with the previous theoretical analysis in Sect. 4 . Figure 12 (a) shows the case of rotating around the y axis, i.e. rail track fluctuation introduced by the elevation of both rail tracks changing suddenly. Figure 12 (d) shows the corresponding result of the vertical displacement of r 1 and r 2 . We can see that the bend of the two rail tracks are in the opposite directions. Figure 13 (a) shows the case of rotating around the x axis, i.e. rail track bend introduced by the sudden side rail bend or train turning. Figure 13 (d) shows the corresponding result of the vertical displacement of r 1 and r 2 . The two conditions can't be distinguished by the instantaneous vertical displacements of the two pixel points on the rails for two offsets are in the same direction. However, train turning is enduring bend while sudden side bend is shorter-rate, which can be separated by observing the duration of the continuous vertical displacements of r 1 and r 2 .
Figure 14 (a) shows the case of rotating around the z axis, i.e. rail track lean introduced by different elevation between the two rails. Figure 14 (d) shows the corresponding result of the vertical displacement of r 1 and r 2 . We can see that the pixels of rails r 1 and r 2 bend to the same direction with different displacement, the rail r 2 bend to one side with larger curvature and displacement. In addition, we also observed the case of rotating around the x axis. The two types of rotation didn't take place at the same time, and the clean unevenness information can be distinguishable. This is quite different from the case of train turning, some unevenness can't be distinguishable from mixed information.
When we obtain the vertical displacement of rails (See Figs. 12 (d), 13(d), 14(d) ), we conclude the corresponding relation between the vertical pixel displacement d Table 1 , where ξ is used to determine the irregularity of single rail according to the vertical displacement, while ε is used to further classify the irregularity according to the difference between the two rails' vertical displacements. The two empirical parameters ξ and must be chosen appropriately; if not, the improper ξ will introduce more false positive or false negative results, while the improper ε will confuse the type of rail track irregularity between rail track bend and lean.
The ground truth we used in the experiment is obtained by inertial laser sensor installed in the bodywork structure and posterior manual review, which includes 13 rail track bend, 10 rail track fluctuation and 19 rail lean. We evaluate the proposed method by defining recall ratio and precision Table 1 The vertical pixel displacement and rail condition (ξ and ε are two empirical parameters)
sway around z axis rail track lean ratio as below,
Where TP is the number of true positive results; FP is the number of false positive results and FN is the number of false negative results. Table 2 shows the variation of TP, FP and FN with the value of ξ in the range from 1 to 10, while Table 3 show the variation of the number of rail track bend (NRB) and rail Track lean (NRL) with the value of ε in the same range when ξ = 5.
Evaluation
The computational environment we use in the experiment is that Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2500@3.30GHz Processor, 8 GB Memories, and Windows 7 OS. In addition, the algorithm is implemented by C++ based on Visual Studio 2012 platform.
As shown in Table 4 , four segments of video are used for performance evaluation. Compared with the original video with avi format, the generated panoramas have smaller size with jpg format.
The time costs of RTP acquisition from close to 1 hour long video is about 90 seconds and extra 50 seconds to detect the unevenness on the RTP automatically, which is more 
Fig. 15
The precision and recall curve Fig. 16 The numerical distribution of rail bend and lean efficient than manual inspection with eyes by four skilled workers as shown in Table 5 . According to the data from Table 2 and Eq. (20), the Precision and Recall curve can be given directly. As shown in Fig. 15 , we have observed that the precision ratio improves with the increase of ξ due to the decrease of the false positive results, while the recall ratio declines due to the increase of the false negative results. From the point of view of ensuring the safety of railway operation, the recall ratio should be perfect while accepting the decreased precision ratio to a certain extent. We assign ξ the value 5, and obtain 92.86% recall and 82.98% precision in this experiment.
After ξ is determined, ε should be chosen to separate the type of detected faults. In Fig. 16 , TNRL and TNRB are the true number of rail lean and bend, respectively. An appropriate ε should separate the NRL and NRB as close as possible to the TNRL and TNRB. From the Fig. 16 , we can observe that the NRL and NRB are closest to the TNRL and TNRB when ε = 3.
The recall of our method is up to 93%, which is a desirable result. However, the false positive is a little high due to the stochastic occasion such as sudden acceleration and deceleration, crosswind or other unpredictable factor. The Fig. 17 The comparison between proposed method and manual monitoring error can be reduced by comparing the multiple results from the same railroad, assuming that the unevenness with similar shape will always appear at the irregular location.
The detection result of our method is good at repeatability by compared with manual monitoring by four skilled workers, as shown in Fig. 17 . The result of manual monitoring is dependent on workers' experience and conscientiousness, which is subjective and unstable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an new detective method to perceive the condition of rail track. A fast and concise method is introduced to generate a desirable panorama for indexing large-scale video, only using simple geometric computation with some known priors (calibrated focal length, train speed and position of the camera form the ground). In our method, a rectangular stripe is located to scan the rail track, and the width is adjusted according to the known train speed. The RTP can reflect the real rail scene, the irregular track gives rise to the unevenness of the track profile in the panorama due to the fact that the train as well as the camera experiences a pitch shaking at a non-smooth connection spot on the rail track.
The rail track panorama indexes the entire large volume of video. It's more timesaving and stable to examine the panorama automatically than the entire video manually, where only 2 minutes are required to find the irregular spots on the RTP generated from the video close to 1 hour, and obtain a desirable recall ratio up to 93%.
The future work will focus on the more complicated railway division such as switches or crossing road, and analyzing the unevenness track in the panorama systematically for formulating the relationship between the RTP distortion and rail track irregularity.
